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175.    Specifications for the Machinery and Track Construction of an Electric Railway.   The following specifications for the machinery for an electric  railway  were prepared by Mr. B. J.  Arnold, consulting- electrical engineer of   Chicago, for   the  St.   Charles Street Railroad   Company, of New Orleans, in 1895.
The specifications for track construction were prepared by Mr. Richard McCulloch, M. E., engineer of various street railroads in St. Louis. Both are thought to be the best of their kind, and are here added in the second edition of this work.
176.    Specifications for Engines.    The In General. engines that  are purchased  under these specifications will be erected in complete  running order on foundations furnished by the purchaser in the power
house   of  the railroad   company,   located   on   the switch of a steam railroad at New Orleans, La.
Propositions will be considered on each of the  Sizea-following sizes and types of engines:
Proposition No. i. On three 250 horse power self-contained compound condensing tandem or cross engines. Each capable of delivering 250 horse power to its generator, when running at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute at a piston speed of not less than 550 feet nor more than 700 feet per minute, with an initial pressure of 125 pounds per square inch in the steam chest of the high pressure cylinder. The valve motion of each engine to be capable of cutting off automatically from naught to three-quarter stroke.
Each engine to be provided with a cast iron bed plate which shall cover the entire top of the foundations and have a projecting arm or extension of sufficient size to carry the electric generator which may be purchased to be direct-connected to the engine.
The point of cut-off is not specified, but the contractor shall state in his proposition what economy in water consumption he will guarantee his engine to perform when working at the above initial steam pressure and exhausting into a vacuum of 12 pounds below atmosphere, in accordance with the conditions for a test hereinafter mentioned.

